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Deciding whether to use this ONTAP Select guide
The ONTAP Select 9 Installation and Cluster Deployment Guide includes everything you need
to plan, deploy, and support an ONTAP Select cluster on VMware ESXi running with a
NetApp purchased license. To deploy an ONTAP Select cluster with an evaluation license,
see the appropriate quick start guide.
You should also review the ONTAP Select Product Architecture and Best Practices Technical
Report for a more detailed description of the product.
Related information
ONTAP Select 9 Quick Start Guide: Deploying an Evaluation Single-Node Cluster
ONTAP Select 9 Quick Start Guide: Deploying an Evaluation Four-Node Cluster
ONTAP Select Product Architecture and Best Practices Technical Report (TR-4517)
ONTAP Select 9 Release Notes
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ONTAP Select installation and deployment workflow
Before you can deploy an ONTAP Select cluster, you must plan the deployment and prepare
the hypervisor hosts where ONTAP Select will run. After the deployment environment has
been prepared, you can install the ONTAP Select Deploy administration utility. You must use
the Deploy utility to deploy an ONTAP Select cluster. After the cluster has been deployed, you
can then administer the cluster using the standard NetApp management tools and interfaces.
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Getting started with ONTAP Select
ONTAP Select is a software-only version of ONTAP. It is an implementation of the software
defined storage (SDS) technology now emerging in the industry and a key aspect of the
NetApp Data Fabric strategic vision. ONTAP Select complements the suite of mainstream
hardware-based ONTAP offerings as well as other software-only options, including ONTAP
Cloud. Before deploying ONTAP Select, you should understand its key characteristics,
operational components, and features.

ONTAP as a virtual appliance
ONTAP Select is an implementation of ONTAP running in a virtual machine. It is based on the
Virtual Storage Appliance (VSA) technology used in previous NetApp software-based
offerings. Packaging and deploying ONTAP as a virtual machine offers several benefits.
Enterprise class storage management
ONTAP Select is based on the proven ONTAP platform and so provides an enterprise class
storage management solution. Also, you can leverage your investment in skills and processes
as well as integrate ONTAP Select clusters with your existing storage infrastructure.
Commodity hardware
Each instance of ONTAP Select runs in a separate and dedicated virtual machine.
Furthermore, each virtual machine is deployed on a hypervisor host composed of fungible
hardware. Using commodity hardware increases the number of possible deployment options
while providing an opportunity to decrease your overall implementation costs.
Rapid deployment
Because ONTAP Select is packaged as a virtual machine, it can be rapidly deployed. This
allows you to quickly adapt to the changing IT landscape and your evolving business needs.
You must deploy the clusters using the ONTAP Select Deploy administration utility. The
Deploy utility also runs in a separate virtual machine and simplifies the process of deploying
and managing ONTAP Select clusters.

Key concepts and terminology
As you begin to explore ONTAP Select and plan a deployment, it is helpful to first become
familiar with the key concepts at a high level. Based on this, you are better able to understand
and deploy the product.
ONTAP Select Deploy
ONTAP Select Deploy is the administration utility that you must use to deploy the ONTAP
Select clusters. The Deploy utility runs in a dedicated virtual machine. You can access the
Deploy utility in one of several different ways, including through the web GUI and CLI
management shell.
Hypervisor host versus ONTAP Select node
A hypervisor host is the core hardware platform, including the VMware ESXi virtualization
software, that hosts an ONTAP Select virtual machine. When the ONTAP Select virtual
machine is deployed and active on a hypervisor host, it is considered to be an ONTAP Select
node.
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ONTAP Select cluster
You can create an ONTAP Select cluster composed of either four nodes or one node. A fournode cluster consists of two HA pairs. The single-node cluster does not provide an HA
capability.
Preparation of the hypervisor host environment
Before using the Deploy administration utility to deploy an ONTAP Select cluster, you must
prepare the hypervisor hosts where ONTAP Select will run, including the storage and
networking environments. You must perform this pre-configuration of the hosts outside of the
ONTAP Select product based on the current requirements and limitations.
Evaluation versus purchased license
Each ONTAP Select node must run with either an evaluation license or a purchased license.
The evaluation license allows you to evaluate ONTAP Select prior to deploying in a production
environment. Note that if you chose to deploy a cluster in evaluation mode, the evaluation
license is generated and applied automatically by the ONTAP Select Deploy administration
utility. Also, after you select the license type for a node, it cannot be changed. For example,
you cannot upgrade an evaluation license to a purchased license. For more information about
evaluation deployments, see the appropriate quick start guide.
Purchased license with storage capacity
With a production deployment, you cannot use an evaluation license; you must purchase a
license for each ONTAP Select node. One of the attributes you must select when purchasing
a license is the storage capacity for the node. After purchasing a license, NetApp assigns a
serial number to the node. You must use this serial number to download a separate license
file which you then apply using the Deploy administration utility. Note that the ONTAP Select
storage capacity corresponds to the total allowable size of the virtual data and root disks
attached to the ONTAP Select virtual machine.
ONTAP Select Deploy versus the ONTAPdeploy management shell
You can access the ONTAP Select Deploy administration utility in several ways. When you
access the utility through the command line interface, you are immediately dropped into the
ONTAPdeploy management shell. All the ONTAP Select Deploy functionality is provided
through the management shell CLI.
Storage pools versus datastores
An ONTAP Select storage pool is a logical data container designed to abstract and hide the
underlying physical storage. A storage pool is hypervisor-independent. When running on an
ESXi hypervisor host, an ONTAP Select storage pool is synonymous with a VMware
datastore.
Administering an ONTAP Select cluster after it is deployed
After you deploy an ONTAP Select cluster, you must configure the cluster as you would any
hardware-based ONTAP cluster. For example, you can configure the cluster using System
Manager or the standard ONTAP command line interface.
Related concepts
Understanding the ONTAP Select storage environment
Understanding the ONTAP Select networking environment
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Illustration of a typical deployment environment
The following figure illustrates the ONTAP Select Deploy administration utility deploying and
supporting a four-node ONTAP Select cluster. The Deploy utility and ONTAP Select nodes all
run as virtual machines on dedicated hypervisor hosts.

Comparing ONTAP Select and ONTAP 9
Both hardware-based ONTAP and ONTAP Select provide enterprise class storage solutions.
However, because they are designed and implemented differently, each can address different
business requirements and usage scenarios. You should become familiar with the major
differences between the platforms before planning an ONTAP Select deployment.
Related concepts
Administering an ONTAP Select cluster
New and updated functionality in ONTAP Select
There are several features that are new with ONTAP Select as well as existing ONTAP
features that have changed. Refer to the ONTAP Select Product Architecture and Best
Practices Technical Report (TR-4517) for additional information.
Different HA architecture
A four-node cluster is composed of two HA pairs. The HA architecture used with ONTAP
Select is based on a non-shared storage model. That is, one node in an HA pair cannot
directly access the storage owned by the other node. This design can affect certain ONTAP
Select operational characteristics.
Capacity licensing
ONTAP Select introduces a new consumption-based licensing model. You must purchase a
license for each node when deploying an ONTAP Select cluster in a production mode (that is,
non-evaluation licensing). The license file you apply establishes the storage capacity for the
node.
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ONTAP features license
Each node in an ONTAP Select cluster is automatically licensed to use several different
ONTAP features. You do not need to manually install or apply these feature licenses.
ONTAP features not supported in ONTAP Select
There are several ONTAP features that are not supported with ONTAP Select.
Fibre Channel
Fibre Channel and Fibre Channel over Ethernet are not supported.
Interface groups
Interface groups (IFGRPs) are not supported.
Health monitors
The traditional health monitoring used with a hardware-based ONTAP deployment is specific
to the underlying hardware components. Due to the virtualized environment, the health
monitors are not active in ONTAP Select.
NIC offload support
Due to the virtualized environment, ONTAP Select does not provide NIC offload support.
Cluster IPspace
Any modification to Cluster IPspace, including adding or removing ports, is not supported.
ONTAP port properties
Modifying the properties of the ONTAP ports, including speed, duplex, and flow-control, is not
supported.

ONTAP Select Deploy administration utility
ONTAP Select Deploy is the administration utility that you must use to deploy and manage the
ONTAP Select clusters. The Deploy administration utility is implemented as a virtual machine
and contains all the functionality you need to deploy and administer the ONTAP Select
clusters.
Core functionality
The Deploy utility performs the following core functions:


Record the details of the hypervisor hosts where ONTAP Select is deployed



Configure the hosts and install the required licenses



Deploy and manage the ONTAP Select clusters



Maintain an inventory of ONTAP Select clusters and hosts



Collect and send AutoSupport data to NetApp



Maintain an internal set of ONTAP Select node images



Support the ESXi hypervisor formats and protocols
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Ways you can access the Deploy administration utility
You have several options when accessing the Deploy administration utility. All the external
interfaces are functionally equivalent. You should select the option that best matches your
specific deployment goals and requirements. In all cases, you must sign in using a valid
administrator account.
Web graphical user interface
You can access the Deploy utility through a modern web browser. The web GUI provides an
intuitive and easy-to-use interface, and in most cases will be your primary interface when
using the utility.
Command line interface
A text-based command line interface is available through the management shell. The CLI
provides a mainstream option when accessing the Deploy utility. You can access the CLI in
the following ways:


Secure shell (SSH)



Virtual machine console

You typically use the virtual machine console as part of the installation and initial configuration
process. However, in most situations SSH provides a more flexible and convenient option.
External RESTful web services API
The RESTful web services API exposed to external clients provides another option when
accessing the Deploy utility. You can access the API using any of the available programming
languages and tools. Popular choices when accessing the API include:


Python



Java



cURL

Using a programming or scripting language provides an opportunity to automate the
deployment and management of the ONTAP Select clusters.
Swagger web page
Displaying the Swagger web page at the Deploy utility is an alternative method to access the
external RESTful API. However, instead of using a programming language, you access the
management API through the Swagger web page using a browser. The Swagger page
provides:


A detailed description of every call in the RESTful web services API



The ability to manually issue any of the API calls

You can access the Swagger page at an instance of the Deploy utility using the IP or domain
name of the virtual machine. To display the page, enter a URL with the following format in
your browser (using the correct IP address or domain name): http://10.65.71.101/api/v2/ui
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Planning to deploy an ONTAP Select cluster
Before deploying ONTAP Select, you should prepare for the deployment to assure success.
As part of completing the planning and preparation, you should also consider creating a
formal deployment plan.
Related concepts
Planning to install the ONTAP Select Deploy utility

Deployment and usage scenarios
ONTAP Select is extremely flexible and provides you with several different deployment
options.
Cluster deployment models
The fundamental unit of ONTAP Select deployment is the cluster. Each cluster contains either
one or four nodes. The cluster size you choose depends on several factors, including your
business objectives and application requirements. In all cases, each ONTAP Select node
must run on a separate and dedicated hypervisor host.
Single-node cluster
A single-node cluster contains only one instance of ONTAP Select running in a single virtual
machine. The cluster does not offer a high availability (HA) capability.
Four-node cluster
A four-node cluster contains four instances of ONTAP Select, each running in a separate
virtual machine. Each ONTAP Select node is paired with another node and so there are two
high availability (HA) pairs in a cluster.
Dedicated versus collocated
From a high level, you can deploy ONTAP Select in two different ways regarding the workload
on the hypervisor host server.
Dedicated deployment
With the dedicated deployment model, a single instance of ONTAP Select runs on the host
server. No other significant processing runs on the same hypervisor host.
Collocated deployment
With the collocated deployment model, ONTAP Select shares the host with other workloads.
Specifically, there are one or more additional virtual machines typically running computational
applications. These compute workloads are tightly coupled with the local ONTAP Select
cluster so that overall system performance can be improved. This hyper-converged
infrastructure (HCI) model supports specialized applications and packaging requirements. As
with the dedicated deployment model, each ONTAP Select virtual machine must run on a
separate and dedicated hypervisor host.
Business needs and possible usage scenarios
ONTAP Select is suitable for several different types of applications based on the inherent
flexibility provided through the virtualization.
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Private cloud
ONTAP Select is ideally suited to supporting one or more private clouds within your
organization. Like the public cloud, a private cloud provides flexibility as well as rapid setup
and teardown. However, in addition a private cloud offers improved security and control.
Disaster recovery and secondary storage
You can use ONTAP Select to implement additional storage that augments your primary
storage capabilities. The additional storage can be used to support your organization’s
disaster recovery efforts and augment the data backup plans.
Development and testing
As you deploy various applications within your organization, you can use ONTAP Select as an
integral part of the overall application development and test process. For example, you may
need temporary storage to hold test input or output data. The length of these deployments can
vary based on the application characteristics and requirements.
Primary storage
In certain cases, you may choose to deploy ONTAP Select as your primary storage platform.
These types of implementations vary and depend on the workload characteristics of the
applications as well as your business objectives.
Remote office/Branch office
You can deploy ONTAP Select in remote office/branch office (ROBO) situations to support
smaller offices while maintaining centralized administration and control.

General requirements and planning considerations
There are several general requirements and best practices that you should consider as part of
planning an ONTAP Select deployment.
Cluster size and related considerations
There are several planning issues related to the cluster size that you should consider.
Number of nodes in the cluster
An ONTAP Select cluster is composed of either one or four nodes. You should determine the
size of the cluster based on the application requirements. For example, if an HA capability is
needed, then the four-node cluster must be used.
Number of physical ports on each host
Each host must be configured to use either two or four physical ports. The following
requirements apply:


The host in a single-node cluster must have two physical ports.



It is recommended that each host in a four-node cluster be configured with four ports,
although two can be used instead.

Dedicated versus collocated
Based on the type of application, you should determine if the deployment will be based on a
dedicated or collocated model. Note that the collocated model can be more complex due to
the workload diversity and tighter integration.
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Hypervisor and host considerations
There are several planning issues related to the hypervisor that you should consider.
Supported hypervisor platforms
ONTAP Select is designed to be hypervisor-independent; it can run on different hypervisors.
You must choose a hypervisor for your deployment and make sure that each host is capable
of hosting ONTAP Select. Currently the following hypervisors are supported:


VMware ESXi

Note: The hypervisors used for the ONTAP Select node and the ONTAP Select Deploy
administration utility can be different.
One instance of ONTAP Select per host
Each ONTAP Select node runs in a dedicated virtual machine. You can only deploy a single
instance of an ONTAP Select virtual machine on a specific hypervisor host.
Hypervisor consistency for the nodes within a cluster
All the hosts within a single ONTAP Select cluster must run on the same version and release
of the hypervisor software.
Integrating ONTAP Select with an ONTAP hardware-based cluster
You cannot add an ONTAP Select node directly to an ONTAP hardware-based cluster.
However, you can optionally establish an intercluster link between an ONTAP Select cluster
and a hardware-based ONTAP cluster.
Storage considerations
There are several planning issues related to host storage that you should consider.
Number of RAID groups and LUNs
Depending on your storage requirements, you must decide the following:


Whether to use one or more RAID groups



Whether to use one or more LUNs

Estimate for the storage needed
You should determine how much storage will be required for the ONTAP Select cluster and
nodes. This information is required as part of acquiring the purchased license with storage
capacity. Also, with a four-node cluster each node in an HA pair must have the same capacity.
Deciding how the storage pools will be created
You should decide how the storage pools on each host will be created. In general, storage
pools can be created in one of the following ways:


Using the hypervisor administration utility (that is, vSphere)



Using the Deploy administration utility by identifying the physical disks

Selecting the licensing model for a deployment
ONTAP Select is licensed per instance of the Select virtual machine. One license is required
for each ONTAP Select VM and the license is associated with the Select VM through a unique
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serial number. There are two licensing or entitlement models that provide flexibility when
evaluating and deploying the product.
Evaluation license
You can use an evaluation license if you want to evaluate ONTAP Select before making the
decision to purchase. The evaluation license is part of the ONTAP Select Deploy
administration utility and is automatically applied to each ONTAP Select node during an
evaluation deployment.
Characteristics of the evaluation license
The evaluation license has the following characteristics:


A purchased license with storage capacity is not required.



The node serial number is twenty digits and is automatically generated by ONTAP Select
(that is, you do not acquire it directly from NetApp).



Two terabytes of storage can be used.



The evaluation period lasts up to 90 days.



An ONTAP Select node that is initially deployed with an evaluation license cannot be
converted to a purchased license.

Purchased license
After you determine that ONTAP Select is suitable for your organization, you can purchase a
license for each node to support your production deployment.
Characteristics of the purchased license
The purchased license has the following characteristics:


Each ONTAP Select virtual machine must be licensed by NetApp.



You should contact your NetApp account team or partner for assistance when acquiring
the licenses and associated serial numbers needed for each node.



The serial number identifying each node is nine digits and assigned by NetApp.



You must also acquire and apply a license file using the node serial number within 30
days of deploying the cluster.



There are no limits imposed on the amount of storage you can purchase and use.



An ONTAP Select node that is initially deployed with a purchased license cannot be
converted to an evaluation license.

Related concepts
Preparing the ONTAP Select purchased licenses and storage capacity
Comparing the evaluation and purchased licenses
The following table compares the two types of node licenses.

Node serial number

Evaluation license

Purchased license

Automatically generated
(20 digits)

Assigned by NetApp
(9 digits)
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License file with storage
capacity needed?

No

Yes, within 30 days of a
deployment

Maximum storage

2 TB

Unrestricted

License duration

90 days

Unrestricted

Possible to convert license?

No

No

Preparing the ONTAP Select purchased licenses and storage capacity
When deploying ONTAP Select in a production environment, you must purchase and apply a
license for each node. As part of purchasing the license for a node, you must select a storage
capacity.
Purchased license workflow
The following workflow illustrates the process of purchasing and applying a license for your
ONTAP Select nodes. Note that when initially purchasing a license, you must select the
storage capacity for the node.
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Understanding the storage capacity characteristics of the purchased license
The storage capacity of an ONTAP Select purchased license corresponds to the total
allowable size of the virtual data and root disks attached to the ONTAP Select virtual machine.
Therefore, the capacity controls the total storage that a customer is entitled when using a
specific ONTAP Select VM. The storage capacity identifies the raw and not usable capacity.
The following applies when acquiring and using storage capacity as part of the purchased
license:


Each host is identified based on a unique nine-digit serial number assigned by NetApp.



Storage is allocated in 1 TB increments.



Both nodes in an HA pair must have the same capacity.



After initially applying a license file to a node, you can add additional capacity as needed
by contacting your NetApp account team or partner to procure an updated, larger capacity
license.

Acquiring a node license file with storage capacity
You must acquire a license file for each ONTAP Select node running with a purchased
license. The license file contains the storage capacity for the node and is associated with the
node through the serial number assigned by NetApp.
Before you begin
You must have the nine-digit serial number assigned to the node by NetApp.
About this task
You must perform this task for each ONTAP Select node requiring a purchased license.
Steps
1. Access the ONTAP Select license site using a web browser:
https://register.netapp.com/register/getlicensefile
2. Sign in using your NetApp account credentials.
3. On the License Generator page, select NetApp ONTAP Select – Standard from the
dropdown box.
4. Fill in the remaining fields on the same page, including the Product Serial #, which is
the serial number for the ONTAP Select node.
5. Click Submit.
6. After the request has been validated, you must select the delivery method for the
license; click either Download License or Email License.
7. Confirm that you received the license based on your selected delivery method.

Considerations related to the VMware environment
There are several additional planning issues that you should consider related to the VMware
environment. Before deploying ONTAP Select, you should review these requirements, which
include licensing, software, and hardware issues.
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Experience with VMware
You must be familiar with VMware, including vSphere and ESXi, and have experience
deploying virtual machines in this environment. You must also have a VMware account with
administrator privileges.
VMware licensing requirements
To deploy ONTAP Select, your organization must have one of the following licenses:


VMware Enterprise



VMware Enterprise Plus

Software compatibility
ONTAP Select can be deployed on the following hypervisors:


VMware ESXi 5.5 Update 3a (build 3116895 or greater)



VMware ESXi 6.0 GA (build 2494585 or greater)

Hardware requirements
The physical hypervisor host where you deploy ONTAP Select must meet a basic set of
hardware requirements. The following vendors offer supported hardware platforms: Cisco,
Dell, HP, Fujitsu, and Lenovo.
The basic server hardware requirements include the following:


CPU
Intel CPU 25xx v3 (Haswell) or higher with 6 physical cores or greater



Memory
24 GB of memory or greater



Ethernet ports



o

4 x 10GbE (recommended)

o

2 x 10GbE (minimum)

o

2 x 1GbE (only for a single-node cluster)

RAID controller meeting the minimum requirements (see below)

Virtual switch options
You must configure a virtual switch on each of the ONTAP Select hosts. There are two types
of vSwitches supported:


Standard



Distributed

To learn more about how to configure a vSwitche on a hypervisor host, see ONTAP Select
Product Architecture and Best Practices Technical Report (TR-4517).
RAID controller requirements
The RAID controller on the physical hypervisor host where you deploy ONTAP Select must
meet the following minimum requirements or greater:


12 GBs throughput



512 MB internal battery-backed or flash (SuperCAP) cache
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8 – 24 10K RPM SAS disk drive



Configured in write back mode



o

Enable failback mode to “write through”, if supported

o

Enable “always read ahead” policy, if supported

All local disks behind the RAID controller must be configured as a single RAID group
o



Disable the local drive cache for RAID group, which is fundamental to preserving
data integrity.

LUN configuration must be performed based on the following guidelines:
o

If the RAID group exceeds the maximum ESXi LUN size of 64TB, you should
configure multiple equal-sized LUNs consuming all the available storage within the
RAID group.

o

Otherwise, you should configure one LUN consuming all available storage within
the RAID group.

Datastore requirements
Each host must have a datastore that is at least [2 TB plus 266GB] bytes. The extra 266 GB
of storage space is used by various ONTAP Select internal processes and so is required
overhead.
VMware vCenter server credentials
You must have a vCenter account with administrator privileges.
Related information
ONTAP Select 9 Release Notes
ONTAP Select Product Architecture and Best Practices Technical Report (TR-4517)

Summary of the required information for a VMware deployment
As part of preparing to deploy an ONTAP Select cluster in a VMware environment, you must
collect the required information. You need this information when using the ONTAP Select
Deploy administration utility to deploy and configure the cluster.
An ONTAP Select cluster contains either one or four nodes. Some of the information you must
collect applies to the cluster itself, while other information applies to the specific nodes in the
cluster.
Cluster-level information
You must collect information related to the ONTAP Select cluster.
Name of the cluster
Unique name of the cluster.
Evaluation mode
Is the cluster run in an evaluation mode?
IP configuration for the cluster and nodes
IP configuration for the clusters and nodes, including:
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Management IP address of the cluster



Management IP address of each node in the cluster



Subnet mask



Default gateway

Host-level information
You must collect information related to each of the nodes in the ONTAP Select cluster.
Name of the host
Unique name of the host.
Domain name of the host
Fully qualified domain name of the host.
Mirror node
Name of the associated node in the HA pair (four-node cluster only).
Storage pool or physical disks
Storage pool or physical disks that are used to create a storage pool.
Serial number
If you are deploying with a purchased license, the unique nine-digit serial number provided by
NetApp.
Additional information related to VMware
You must collect additional information related to the VMware environment.
Domain name of the vCenter server
Fully qualified domain name or IP address of the vCenter server.
Authentication credentials
Account credentials (user name, password) with administrative privileges for the vCenter
server.
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Planning to install the ONTAP Select Deploy utility
Before installing the ONTAP Select Deploy administration utility, you should first plan and
prepare for the installation to assure success.
Related concepts
Planning to deploy an ONTAP Select cluster

Pairing the Deploy administration utility with the ONTAP Select clusters
Based on your business and deployment goals, you can implement the Deploy administration
utility in several ways in relation to the ONTAP Select clusters.
Hypervisor for ONTAP Select nodes and administration utility
Both the Deploy administration utility and ONTAP Select hosts run as virtual machines. The
hypervisor you choose for the Deploy utility is independent of the hypervisor you choose for
the Select hosts. However, all the ONTAP Select nodes within a specific cluster must use the
same hypervisor, including version and release.
One instance of the utility for each ONTAP Select cluster
You can deploy and manage each ONTAP Select cluster using a separate and dedicated
instance of the Deploy utility. With this one-to-one configuration, there is a clear separation
between each of the utility-to-cluster pairings. This configuration allows a high level of
isolation, providing more flexibility and tolerance in case of a system failure.
One instance of the utility for multiple ONTAP Select clusters
You can deploy and manage all the ONTAP Select clusters in your organization using a single
instance of the Deploy utility. With this one-to-many configuration, all processing and
configuration data is managed by the same instance of the Deploy utility. In this case, you
must assure that the Deploy virtual machine has the resources necessary (processing power,
memory, storage) to successfully deploy and manage all the clusters.
Single utility instance for all nodes in an ONTAP Select cluster
With all possible deployments, a single ONTAP Select cluster and the nodes in the cluster can
only be managed by one instance of the Deploy administration utility. A cluster cannot be
managed by two or more different instances of the Deploy utility.

Considerations related to the VMware environment
Before installing the Deploy administration utility in a VMware environment, you should review
the basic requirements and prepare for the deployment to assure success.
Related concepts
Considerations related to the VMware environment
Requirements and restrictions for a deployment
There are several requirements and restrictions that apply when deploying ONTAP Select
Deploy in a VMware environment.
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ESXi host server hardware requirements
There are several minimum resource requirements that your ESXi hypervisor host must meet.
You should make sure that the hosts where ONTAP Select is deployed meet the following
basic requirements:


ESXi Server:


Hardware and software must be 64-bit



Must adhere to the same supported versions as defined for an ONTAP Select node



Virtual CPUs (2)



Virtual memory (4 GB)



Storage (40 GB)

Networking and connectivity
You must make sure that the Deploy virtual machine network interface is configured and has
a single management IP address. By default, the IP address is assigned to the VM using
DHCP. However, you can manually configure the interface and assign a static IP instead.
Also, the Deploy VM must be able to connect to the vCenter server for the ONTAP Select
hosts that it will manage.
Required configuration information
As part of your deployment planning, you should determine the required configuration
information before installing the ONTAP Select Deploy administration utility.
Name of the Deploy virtual machine
The name to use for the virtual machine.
Name of the ESXi host
The name of the VMware ESXi host where the Deploy utility is installed.
Name of the datastore
The name of the VMware datastore that will hold the virtual machine files. Approximately 8 GB
is required for the datastore.
Network for the virtual machine
Network where the Deploy virtual machine is connected.
Optional network configuration information
The Deploy virtual machine is configured using DHCP by default. However, if needed, you
can manually configure the network interface for the virtual machine.
Host name
The name of the host.
Host IP address
The static IPv4 address.
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Subnet mask
The subnetwork mask, based on the network the virtual machine is a part of.
Gateway
The default gateway or route.
Primary DNS server
The primary Domain Name Server (DNS).
Secondary DNS server
Optionally, a secondary DNS server.
Search domains
Optionally, the search domains to use.

Additional guidelines and restrictions
You should be aware of several additional guidelines and restrictions.
Single instance of Deploy for each internal layer 2 network
Only one instance of the Deploy administration utility should be used for each internal layer 2
network. If more than one instance is used, this could result in duplicate MAC and link-local IP
addresses being generated.
Number of ONTAP Select clusters on an internal layer two network
There is a limit of 16,000 ONTAP Select clusters per layer 2 internal VLAN.
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Host configuration preparation and assessment checklist
You must prepare each of the host servers where an ONTAP Select node will be deployed.
Refer to the ONTAP Select Product Architecture and Best Practices Technical Report for
more information.
Note: The ONTAP Select Deploy administration utility does not perform the required network
and storage configuration of the ONTAP Select hosts. You must manually prepare each host
prior to deploying an ONTAP Select cluster.
Related concepts
Planning to deploy an ONTAP Select cluster
Planning to install the ONTAP Select Deploy utility
Related information
ONTAP Select Product Architecture and Best Practices Technical Report (TR-4517)

General hypervisor preparation
You must prepare the hypervisor hosts. Each host must be configured with the following:


A pre-installed and supported hypervisor



A vSphere Enterprise or Enterprise Plus license

Also, the same vCenter server must be able to manage all the hosts where an ONTAP Select
node is deployed within the cluster.
In addition, you should make sure that the firewall ports are configured to allow access to
vSphere. These ports must be open to support serial port connectivity to the ONTAP Select
virtual machines. By default, VMware allows access on the following ports:


Port 23 and ports 1024 – 65535 (inbound traffic)



Ports 0 – 65535 (outbound traffic)

NetApp recommends that the following firewall ports be opened to allow access to vSphere:


Ports 7200 – 7400 (both inbound and outbound traffic)

Preparation of an ONTAP Select cluster network
You can deploy ONTAP Select as either a four-node cluster or a single-node cluster. In many
cases, the four-node cluster is preferable because of the additional storage capacity and HA
capability.
Illustration of the ONTAP Select networks and nodes
The figures below illustrate the networks used with a single-node cluster and four-node
cluster.
Single-node cluster showing one network
The following figure illustrates a single-node cluster. The external network carries client,
management, and cross-cluster replication traffic (SnapMirror® / SnapVault®).
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Four-node cluster showing two networks
The following figure illustrates a four-node cluster. The internal network enables
communication among the nodes in support of the ONTAP cluster network services. The
external network carries client, management, and cross-cluster replication traffic (SnapMirror®
/ SnapVault®).

Single node within a four-node cluster
The following figure illustrates the typical network configuration for a single ONTAP Select
virtual machine within a four-node cluster. There are two separate networks: ONTAP-internal
and ONTAP-external.
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Configuration of the vSwitch on a hypervisor host
The vSwitch is the core hypervisor component used to support the connectivity for the internal
and external networks. There are several things you should consider as part of configuring
each hypervisor vSwitch.
vSwitch configuration for a host with two physical ports (2x10Gb)
When each host includes two 10Gb ports, you should configure the vSwitch as follows:


Configure a vSwitch and assign both the ports to the vSwitch. Create a NIC team using
the two ports.
o Set the load balancing policy to “Route based on the originating virtual port ID”
o

Mark both adapters as “active”

o

Set the “Failback” setting to “Yes”
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Configure the vSwitch to use jumbo frames (9000 MTU).



Configure a port group on the vSwitch for the internal traffic (ONTAP-internal):
o The port group is assigned to ONTAP Select virtual network adapters e0c-e0f used
for the cluster, HA interconnect, and mirroring traffic.
o The port group should be on a non-routable VLAN because this network is expected
to be private. You should add the appropriate VLAN tag to the port group to take this
into account.
o The load balancing, failback and failover order settings of the port group should be
the same as the vSwitch.



Configure a port group on the vSwitch for the external traffic (ONTAP-external):
o

The port group is assigned to ONTAP Select virtual network adapters e0a-e0b used
for data and management traffic.

o

The port group can be on a routable VLAN. Also, depending on the network
environment, you should add an appropriate VLAN tag or configure the port group for
VLAN trunking.

o

The load balancing, failback and failover order settings of the port group should be
same as vSwitch.

The above vSwitch configuration is for a host with 2x10Gb ports in a typical network
environment. If your host or network configuration differs, and for more information on the
recommended best practices related to network configuration, you should review the ONTAP
Select Product Architecture and Best Practices Technical Report (TR-4517).

Final validation of the network configuration
You should validate the configuration of each host before deploying ONTAP Select.
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Performing basic network validation
You should validate the basic network configuration by performing the following tasks:


Verify that the vSwitch containing the ONTAP-internal port group on each controller is
configured at 9000 MTU.



Review and confirm the NIC teaming and load-balancing settings of the ONTAP-internal
and ONTAP-external port groups.



Review and confirm the VLAN settings of ONTAP-internal and ONTAP-external port
groups.

Verifying the connectivity on the ONTAP Select internal network
You should validate the connectivity on the ONTAP-internal network by performing the
following tasks:
1. Configure a vmkernel NIC - vmk1 on the ONTAP-internal network of each controller.
2. Set the MTU of the vmkernel port to 9000.
3. Assign a unique IP address in the 192.168 subnet to vmk1 on each controller.
4. Connect to each ESXi controller over esxcli or SSH and perform the following tests:
o
o

Perform a basic connectivity test on each controller by issuing a vmkping request
to vmk1 of every other controller.
Perform a connectivity check with the payload size equal to MTU – header size
(that is, ICMP+IP+Ethernet headers) and the DF bit set to vmk1 of every other
controller.

vmkping -I vmk1 192.168.x.x
vmkping -I vmk1 -d -s 8972 192.168.x.x

If any of the ping requests fail, verify the following:
 Upstream switch port channel and trunk configuration
 Cabling to the physical switches and link light status
 VLAN ID assigned to the ONTAP-internal port group
 MTU is set to 9000 on the vSwitch and physical switches
5. Delete the vmkernel NIC – vmk1 from each controller.
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Installing and configuring the ONTAP Select Deploy utility
The ONTAP Select Deploy administration utility is packaged as a virtual machine based on
the Open Virtualization Format (OVF) standard. You must download the single file and then
deploy and configure the virtual machine.
About this task
You must set the password for the administrator account as part of deploying the virtual
machine OVF template. You must provide this password when accessing the Deploy utility
using SSH.
Note: If you install the ONTAP Select Deploy utility on a version of ESXi prior to 6.0 (for
example, ESXi 5.5), the password you define as part of the OVF template deployment is
ignored. In this case, when accessing the Deploy utility through SSH you must use the default
password included with the account, which is admin123. You are then prompted to change
the default password.
Steps
1. Downloading the virtual machine image
2. Deploying the virtual machine
3. Optionally configuring the network interface
4. Accessing the Deploy utility using SSH

Downloading the virtual machine image
To begin the installation process, you must download the appropriate virtual machine image
file from the NetApp Support Site. The ONTAP Select Deploy virtual machine is formatted
according to the Open Virtualization Format (OVF) standard, and the single compressed file
has the .ova suffix.
Steps
1. Access the NetApp Support Site using a web browser and click the Downloads tab at
the top of the page.
2. Click Software and log in to the site.
3. Scroll to the line displaying ONTAP Select and select the appropriate platform option
on the right and click Go!.
4. Click View & Download for the desired software level.
5. Click CONTINUE and accept the End User License Agreement (EULA).
6. Select and download the appropriate installation file, responding to all prompts as
appropriate for your environment.

Deploying the virtual machine
You must create the ONTAP Select Deploy virtual machine based on the OVF virtual machine
image.
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Before you begin
You must have prepared to deploy the ONTAP Select Deploy virtual machine as follows:


Enabled the OVF functionality in your browser by installing the VMware Client Integration
Plugin or performing similar configuration as needed



Enabled DHCP, which is available in the VMware environment, to assign an IP address to
the Deploy virtual machine

About this task
The VMware tools package is included with the Deploy virtual machine. When you deploy in
an environment with DHCP enabled, an IP address is assigned to the virtual machine when it
is started. Using DHCP to configure the network interface is the default network configuration.
Steps
1. Access the vSphere client and sign in.
2. Navigate to the appropriate location in the vCenter hierarchy and select Deploy OVF
Template.
3. Select the OVA file and complete the Deploy OVF Template wizard, selecting the
options as appropriate for your environment; you must define the password for the
administrator account.
4. After the virtual machine is deployed, select the new virtual machine and power it on if
it is not already powered on based on your input to the deployment wizard.
5. Click the Console tab to access the ESXi host setup shell and monitor the power on
process.
6. If you want to manually configure the network interface and assign a static IP address,
press Enter.
You are prompted to configure the network interface.
Related references
Required configuration information
Related tasks
Optionally configuring the network interface

Optionally configuring the network interface
You can optionally configure the network interface and assign a static IP address.
Before you begin
The ONTAP Select Deploy administration utility virtual machine must be powered on.
About this task
You should skip this step if a DHCP address is already assigned to the virtual machine and
you do not need to assign a static IP address.
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Steps
1. In the vSphere Console tab, wait to see the following prompt:
Would you like to setup a static configuration? [y]:
2. Type y and press Enter.
3. Provide the desired information at each of the prompts according to your deployment
plan and confirm the configuration by pressing Enter.
Related references
Optional network configuration information

Accessing the Deploy utility using SSH
After the Deploy virtual machine is installed and started, you should use SSH to access the
management shell. You must sign in using the admin user account with the current
password. The password for the account is defined when the Deploy utility virtual machine is
installed.
Note: If you have installed the ONTAP Select Deploy utility on a version of ESXi prior to 6.0
(for example, ESXi 5.5), the password you defined as part of the OVF template deployment is
ignored. In this case, you must use the default password shipped with the account which is
admin123. You will also be prompted to change the default password.
Steps
1. Type the SSH command to sign in using the administrator account and management
IP address of the Deploy virtual machine; for example:
ssh admin@10.63.65.101
2. When prompted, type the current password for the account.
If the Deploy VM is running on a version of ESXi prior to 6.0, you must provide the
default password to sign in. You will then be prompted to change the password.
Related tasks
Changing the Deploy administrator password using the CLI
Signing in to the Deploy utility web interface
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Deploying an ONTAP Select cluster
You can use the web user interface provided with the ONTAP Select Deploy administration
utility to deploy a single-node or four-node ONTAP Select cluster.
Related tasks
Deploying an ONTAP Select cluster using the CLI

Preparing to create your first ONTAP Select cluster
You should prepare before deploying your first cluster to assure success.
Reviewing the structure and format of the web GUI
The web user interface provides the features and functionality you need to deploy and
manage an ONTAP Select cluster. You should become familiar with the structure and format
of the interface.
Functionality arranged by major category
The functionality provided by the product is arranged into three major areas which are
accessed through tabs at the top of the page. After installing the Deploy utility and before you
create the first cluster, only the Clusters tab is available. After you add your first host, all the
product functionality is available in three tabs, including: Clusters, Hypervisor Hosts, and
Administration.
Information about the product and current user
After a successful sign in, you can get information about the version of the Deploy utility as
well as the current user account at the top of the page on the right.
Page-level help
Most pages include a description of the purpose and tasks on the page.
Field-level help
Each of the input fields includes help, including a description and format of the input values.
To display the field-level help, hover over the icon to the left of the desired field.
Understanding the process of deploying your first cluster
When creating your first cluster, you are guided through a series of steps and choices. You
must first sign in to the Deploy utility to begin the process of creating a cluster.
1. Confirming that you have configured the hypervisor hosts
Before you can create and deploy the first ONTAP Select cluster, you must acknowledge that
all the required prerequisites have been met. You can hover over each of the steps on the
Before you start! section of the page for additional information.
2. Adding your first host
After acknowledging that all prerequisites have been met, you begin the cluster deployment
process by adding the first hypervisor host. Note the following:


You begin by adding a host which is placed into the pool of available hosts
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When added successfully, the host is in the unconfigured state



You can add additional hosts either from the Getting Start page or in subsequent
steps

3. Steps when creating the cluster
After you have added your hosts, you must click Create Cluster to begin creating the cluster.
The process flows through the following steps as displayed in the graphic at the top of the
page:


Cluster details



Host and network



Host licenses



Cluster network



Summary

4. Cluster creation process after the request is initiated
After reviewing the cluster summary, you can initiate the cluster creation request. The request
advances through four states as shown on the right side of the page. The states include:


Configuring host



Creating cluster



Deploying nodes



Post deployment setup

Note that the state on the page automatically refreshes at a regular interval.
Signing in to the Deploy utility web interface
After the Deploy utility virtual machine is installed and started, you can use a web browser to
access the user interface.
About this task
You must sign in using the admin user account with the current password. The password for
the account is defined when the Deploy utility virtual machine OVF template is deployed.
Note: If you have installed the ONTAP Select Deploy utility on a version of ESXi prior to 6.0
(for example, ESXi 5.5), the password you defined as part of the OVF template deployment is
ignored. In this case, you must use the default password included with the account, which is
admin123. If you use the default password to sign in, you should immediately sign in to the
CLI using SSH and change the default password.
Steps
1. Point your browser to the Deploy utility using the IP address or domain name; for
example:
http://10.102.118.8/
2. Provide the account information and sign in.
3. If you used the default password for the account, you should immediately sign in to the
CLI using SSH and change the default password.
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Related tasks
Changing the Deploy administrator password using the CLI
Accessing the Deploy utility using SSH

Creating your first ONTAP Select cluster
The first time you create an ONTAP Select cluster after installing the Deploy utility, you are
guided through a specific sequence of steps.
Before you begin
You must assure that all required host prerequisites have been met and that you have
collected the required information for your cluster deployment.
Steps
1. Sign in to the Deploy utility through the web interface using the administrator account.
2. Confirm that you have met the requirements and prerequisites as described in the
Before you start! section of the page and select the acknowledgement check box.
You should hover over each of the steps for additional configuration details.
3. Under Getting Started, add one or more hosts to the pool of available hypervisor
hosts and click Add.
You can either add the ESXi host directly or by connecting to a vCenter server.
4. Click Create Cluster at the bottom of the page to begin the multi-step cluster creation
process.
5. On the Cluster Details page, provide all the required information about the cluster.
The ONTAP image you select will be used for every node in the new cluster.
6. On the Host and Network page:
a. Select the size of the cluster (4-node or single-node)
b. If needed, click Add Hypervisor Host to add additional hosts
c. Select the host or hosts that will be part of the cluster from the table
d. Configure the hosts by selecting the management, data, and internal networks
(this step applies only to the unconfigured hosts)
7. On the Host Licenses page, select either Licensed or Evaluation to determine the
licensing model for the nodes in the cluster.
If you select Licensed, you must also provide either a capacity license or a serial
number for each node.
8. On the Cluster Network page provide the IP addresses for the management LIF and
node LIFs as well as the netmask and gateway.
There are two ways that you can specific the IP addresses. If you specify a range of
addressed, the Deploy utility selects the required IP addresses from the range. You
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can also specify the addresses in a CSV format.
9. Click Apply and View to assign the IP addresses to the LIFs and review the address
assignments.
10. Type the company name used for AutoSupport and optionally configure the DNS and
NTP servers.
The AutoSupport configuration applies to both the Deploy utility and the ONTAP Select
cluster.
11. Click View Summary to review the details of the cluster before you create it.
Hover over the cluster graphic to display addition details.
12. Click Create Cluster to begin the cluster creation process and then click OK in the
Initiated Successfully popup window.
It can take up to 30 minutes for the cluster to be created.
13. On the Clusters page, click the new cluster and monitor the four-step cluster creation
process.
The page is automatically refreshed at regular intervals. Also notice that three tabs are
now available at the top of the page, including: Clusters, Hypervisor Hosts,
Administration.
Related concepts
Planning to deploy an ONTAP Select cluster
Related tasks
Signing in to the Deploy utility web interface
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Administering an ONTAP Select cluster
After you complete the deployment of an ONTAP Select cluster, you are ready to begin the
process of administering the ONTAP managed storage.

Initial state of the cluster after deployment
You should be aware of the initial state of the ONTAP Select cluster immediately after it is
deployed. Based on this, you can decide how to configure and administer the cluster.
Summary of the cluster configuration state
After an ONTAP Select cluster is deployed, it has the following characteristics:




Two customer-specified LIFs are assigned:
o

Cluster management (one per cluster)

o

Node management (one per node)

Two administrative SVMs are active:
o

Default SVM

o

Cluster SVM



The root aggregate is created



All features are licensed and available

Note that there are no data SVMs created. Also, the four-node cluster has an internal network
(intra-cluster) with three autogenerated LIFs.
ONTAP features enabled by default
ONTAP Select automatically licenses several features for each node. The following ONTAP
features are included:


NFS



CIFS



iSCSI



FlexClone®



SnapRestore®



SnapVault®



SnapMirror®



Deduplication and compression



ONTAP multitenancy capability

Performing additional configuration
After your ONTAP Select cluster is deployed, you can configure and manage the cluster just
as you would a hardware-based ONTAP system. For example, you can use OnCommand
System Manager or the ONTAP CLI to configure the ONTAP Select cluster.
NetApp client software
You can connect to ONTAP Select using the following supported NetApp client software:
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OnCommand® System Manager



OnCommand® Unified Manager for ONTAP



OnCommand® Performance Manager



Virtual Storage Console for VMware vSphere®



SnapCenter® (Microsoft Windows and SQL Server Plugins)

To identify the supported versions of the client software, go to the corresponding storage
solution at the NetApp Interoperability Matrix Tool for the specific product. If the client
software supports ONTAP 9, then the same version is also supported with ONTAP Select.
Note that the use of SnapCenter and the corresponding plugins requires server-based
licenses. Storage system licensing of the SnapCenter plugins is not currently supported with
ONTAP Select.
Any other NetApp client software that is not included in the list is not supported by ONTAP
Select.
Possible configuration options
There are several options available when configuring the cluster, including the following:


Creating the networking configuration



Setting up the Service Process



Laying out your aggregates



Creating the data Storage Virtual Machines (SVMs)

Purchased licenses with storage capacity
If you decided not to install the license files with storage capacity before deploying the ONTAP
Select cluster, you must acquire and install the licenses before the grace period expires.
Mirrored aggregates
There are two data spares created for each ONTAP Select node (one in Pool0 and one in
Pool1). To implement high availability for your data, you must create a mirrored aggregate
using these spares. For more information, review the ONTAP Select Product Architecture and
Best Practices Technical Report (TR-4517).

Upgrading the ONTAP Select nodes
After you deploy an ONTAP Select cluster, you can update the ONTAP image of each node
as needed using the standard ONTAP software upgrade procedure. Refer to NetApp Support
for more information.
Note: You cannot use the Deploy administration utility to perform upgrades of existing ONTAP
Select nodes.
Related information
ONTAP 9 Upgrade Express Guide
ONTAP 9 Upgrade and Revert/Downgrade Guide
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Supporting ONTAP Select and the ONTAP Select Deploy utility
After deploying an ONTAP Select cluster, you can support the cluster and the ONTAP Select
Deploy administration utility. While it is typically more convenient to use the web user
interface, in most case you can also choose to use the command line interface. However,
there are some tasks that you can only perform using either web user interface or the CLI.
Related tasks
Signing in to the Deploy utility web interface
Accessing the Deploy utility using SSH

Displaying the ONTAP Select event messages
The ONTAP Select Deploy utility includes an event logging facility that provides information
about the activity of the system. You should view the contents of the event log to debug any
issues or when directed to do so by support.
About this task
You can filter the list of event messages based on several characteristics, including:


Category



Type



Level



Instance

Steps
1. Sign in to the Deploy utility web user interface using the administrator account.
2. Click the Administration tab at the top of the page.
3. Click Events.
4. Optionally click Filtering and create a filter to limit the event messages displayed.

Moving an ONTAP Select cluster to the offline and online states
After you have created a cluster, you can change its status to offline and then online as
needed using the web user interface.
Before you begin
After a cluster is created it is initially in the online state.
Steps
1. Sign in to the Deploy utility web user interface using the administrator account.
2. Click the Clusters tab at the top of the page and select the desired cluster from the
list.
3. Click the gear icon on the right of the cluster and select Offline.
If the offline option is not available, then the cluster is already in the offline state.
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4. Click Yes in the popup window to confirm the request.
5. Click Refresh occasionally and hover over the icon to the left of the cluster name until
the state of the cluster is offline.
6. Click the gear icon on the right of the cluster and select Online.
7. Click Refresh occasionally and hover over the icon on the left until the state of the
cluster is online.

Deleting an ONTAP Select cluster
You can delete an ONTAP Select cluster when it is no longer needed using the web user
interface.
Before you begin
The cluster must be in the offline state.
Steps
1. Sign in to the Deploy utility web user interface using the administrator account.
2. Click the Clusters tab at the top of the page and select the desired cluster from the
list.
3. Click the gear icon on the right of the cluster and select Delete.
If the delete option is not available, then the cluster is not in an offline state. You must
assure that the cluster is offline.
4. Click Refresh occasionally until the cluster is removed from the list.
Results
After the cluster is deleted, all the hosts that were part of the cluster are moved to the
unassigned state.

Changing the Deploy administrator password using the CLI
You can change the password for the Deploy virtual machine administrator account as
needed using the command line interface.
Steps
1. Sign in to the Deploy utility CLI using the administrator account.
2. Type the command to change the password:
user password modify
3. Respond to all prompts as appropriate for your environment.

Deleting an ONTAP Select cluster using the CLI
You can delete an ONTAP Select cluster when it is no longer needed using the command line
interface.
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About this task
The cluster must be in the offline state.
Steps
1. Sign in to the Deploy virtual machine CLI using the administrator account.
2. Type the command to display the cluster; for example:
cluster show --cluster-name mo-cluster38
3. If the cluster is not offline, type the command to move to an offline state; for example:
cluster offline --cluster-name mo-cluster38
4. After confirming that the cluster is in an offline status, type the command to delete the
cluster; for example:
cluster delete --cluster-name mo-cluster38

Upgrading Deploy to a new virtual machine using the CLI
You can upgrade the Deploy administration utility virtual machine when a new version is
available using the command line interface.
Before you begin
You must be familiar with the procedures used to download and deploy the ONTAP Select
Deploy virtual machine in a VMware environment.
About this task
This upgrade procedure is based on creating a new virtual machine instance that uses the
configuration data from the original virtual machine.
Steps
1. Back up the Deploy configuration data from the current virtual machine.
2. Install a new instance of the Deploy virtual machine.
3. Restore the Deploy configuration data to the new virtual machine.
Related tasks
Installing and configuring the ONTAP Select Deploy utility
Back up the Deploy configuration data from the current virtual machine
You must create a backup of the configuration data from the current Deploy virtual machine.
The data is saved to a single file that you must download to your local workstation.
About this task
The backup file you create captures all the configuration data from the virtual machine. This
data describes aspects of your deployment environment, including the ONTAP Select hosts
and clusters. By default, the backup file is stored in the home directory of the administration
user at the Deploy virtual machine but you can specify a different target directory as needed.
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Steps
1. Sign in to the Deploy utility CLI using SSH with the administrator account.
2. Type the command to create a backup of the configuration data to the home directory
at the Deploy virtual machine; for example:
configuration backup –-path /home/admin
3. Record the name of the backup file displayed after the command completes.
4. In a separate command shell on your local workstation, use the sftp utility to download
the configuration file; for example:
sftp admin@10.63.65.101 (type password and press Enter)
get db_backup_06232016161751.txt
exit
Install a new instance of the Deploy virtual machine
You must create a new instance of the Deploy virtual machine which will be updated with the
configuration data from the original virtual machine.
About this task
This task is described at a high level.
Steps
1. Create a new instance of the Deploy virtual machine:
a. Download the virtual machine image.
b. Deploy the virtual machine (you must set administrator account password).
c. Optionally configure the network interface.
d. Sign in to the virtual machine using the admin user account.
Restore the Deploy configuration data to the new virtual machine
You must restore the configuration data from the original Deploy utility virtual machine to the
new virtual machine. The data is in a single file that you must upload from your local
workstation.
Before you begin
You must have the configuration data from a previous backup. The data is contained in a
single file and must be available on your local workstation.
Steps
1. In a command shell on your local workstation, use the sftp utility to upload the
configuration file to the new Deploy virtual machine image; for example:
sftp admin@10.63.65.102 (type password and press Enter)
put db_backup_06232016161751.txt
exit
2. Sign in to the Deploy utility CLI using SSH with the administrator account.
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3. Type the command to restore the configuration data from the home directory; for
example:
configuration restore –-path /home/admin

Uninstalling the Deploy virtual machine using vSphere
You can uninstall the ONTAP Select Deploy administration utility virtual machine after you
have upgraded to a newer version or when it is no longer needed.
Before you begin
You must exit all ONTAP Select Deploy console sessions.
Steps
1. Access the vSphere client and sign in.
2. In the vSphere client, select the Deploy virtual machine and click Shut Down Guest in
the Summary tab.
3. Select Inventory > Virtual machine > Delete from disk to uninstall the virtual
machine.

Understanding the EMS notifications
After you install a purchased license with storage capacity, ONTAP Select monitors the
license and generates Event Management System (EMS) notifications based on activity. You
should understand the associated EMS notifications.
license.capac.valid (notice)
This message occurs when a valid capacity license has been installed on a node in your
organization.
license.capac.warning (notice)
This message occurs when the total storage capacity of all disks currently assigned to your
system is close to exceeding the limits of your current license. If the capacity limit is
exceeded, a forced shutdown of the system may result.
license.capac.enforce (alert)
This message occurs when the total storage capacity of all disks currently assigned to your
system exceeds the limits of your capacity license. The system will shut down within the next
72 hours.
license.capac.shutdown (alert)
This message occurs when the total storage capacity of all disks currently assigned to your
system has exceeded the limits of your capacity license. The system will shut down within the
next 10 minutes.
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Deploying an ONTAP Select cluster using the CLI
You can use the CLI provided with the ONTAP Select Deploy administration utility to deploy a
single-node or four-node ONTAP Select cluster.
Before you begin
You must prepare the hypervisor hosts that will be used as part of the ONTAP Select cluster.
Also, you must have a vCenter server account with administrator privileges.
About this task
This task describes how to deploy an ONTAP Select cluster with a purchased license in a
production environment. To deploy a cluster with an evaluation license, you should refer to the
appropriate quick start guide.
Steps
1. Adding an ONTAP Select host
2. Configuring an ONTAP Select host
3. Installing the ONTAP Select license file
4. Optionally creating and uploading a cluster JSON file
5. Creating an ONTAP Select cluster
Related tasks
Accessing the Deploy utility using SSH

Adding an ONTAP Select host
Adding a host is the first task you must perform as part of creating an ONTAP Select cluster.
When you add a host, the Deploy administration utility connects to the hypervisor and records
the information in the local Deploy utility configuration database.
Before you begin
You must have the basic configuration information for the ONTAP Select host. Also, if
vSphere authentication is performed by an Active Directory server, you must format the
username parameter as follows:
--username DOMAIN\\user
Steps
1. Sign in to the Deploy utility CLI using SSH with the administrator account.
2. Type the command to add the host; for example:
host add --host-id vsanane38.coco.netapp.com
--username
admin@vsphere.local --password mypwd
--vcenter vsa-vc-60.coco.netapp.com
The username and password parameters apply to the vCenter server account.
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3. Type the command to display the status of the host; for example:
host show-all
4. Confirm that the status of the host is authenticated before continuing.

Configuring an ONTAP Select host
After a host has been added, you must configure the host. This task allows you to complete
the configuration details that are needed prior to including the host in an ONTAP Select
cluster.
Before you begin
You must have the complete configuration information for the ONTAP Select host and already
added the host using the Deploy administration utility. In this example, you must have create
the storage pool using VMware vSphere. Also, you must have configured the networking on
the host. For more information, review the ONTAP Select Product Architecture and Best
Practices Technical Report (TR-4517).
Steps
1. Sign in to the Deploy utility CLI using SSH with the administrator account.
2. Type the command to configure the host; for example:
host configure --host-id vsanane38.coco.netapp.com
--location coco --storage-pool vsanane38_1
--serial-number 320000xxx
--internal-network vsanane38_internal
--management-network vsanane38_network
--data-network vsanane38_network
For each of the three networks identified in the command, you must identify the
portgroup name.
3. Type the command to display the status of the host; for example:
host show-all
4. Confirm that the status of the host is configured before continuing.

Installing the ONTAP Select license file
When you deploy an ONTAP Select cluster with a purchased license, you must acquire and
install a license file with storage capacity for each node in the cluster. You can install a license
for a node either before the cluster is deployed or within 30 days after the cluster is deployed.
In both cases, after the license is registered with the Deploy virtual machine, it is applied to
the node.
Before you begin
The host must be added and configured. Also, you must acquire the license file with storage
capacity and save it on your local workstation.
About this task
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You should perform this task for each of the nodes in an ONTAP Select cluster.
Steps
1. Uploading a license file to the Deploy virtual machine
2. Registering a license for an ONTAP Select host
Related tasks
Adding an ONTAP Select host
Configuring an ONTAP Select host
Accessing the Deploy utility using SSH
Uploading a license file to the Deploy virtual machine
After acquiring a license file with storage capacity, you must upload the file containing the
license to the Deploy virtual machine.
Before you begin
You can receive the license file for a ONTAP Select node either as a downloaded file or in an
email. Whatever the delivery method, you must have the license file available on your local
workstation. Also, you must have the password for the admin user account.
Steps
1. In a command shell on your local workstation, use the sftp utility to upload the license
file to the Deploy virtual machine; for example:
sftp admin@10.63.65.101 (type password and press Enter)
put NLF-320000022.txt
exit
Registering a license for an ONTAP Select host
After a license file with storage capacity has been uploaded to the Deploy virtual machine, you
can register the license so that it is applied when the ONTAP Select cluster is deployed.
Before you begin
You must have uploaded the license file to the Deploy virtual machine. Also, you must have
the password for the admin user account.
About this task
As part of registering the license for a node, you should confirm its state. A node can be in
one of the following states:


licensed



unlicensed



not_used

Steps
1. Sign in to the Deploy utility CLI using SSH with the administrator account.
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2. Type the command to register the license; for example:
license add --serial-number 320000xxx
--file-name NLF-320000xxx.txt
3. Type the command to display the license; for example:
license show-all

Optionally creating and uploading a cluster JSON file
You can create an ONTAP Select cluster using a CLI shell command using either input
parameters or a single JSON file. If you choose to create a cluster using JSON, you must first
create the JSON file describing the cluster and upload it to the Deploy virtual machine.
Sample JSON cluster definition
Before describing a cluster using JSON, you should understand the structure and attributes of
the JSON file. You can use the following example as the basis for creating a single-node
ONTAP Select cluster.
To adapt this sample to a four-node cluster, you should add the following:


Three additional objects to the nodes array



Three additional entries to the ip_addresses array (one for each new node)



A mirror attribute for each of the four node objects (identifying the paired node)

{
"admin_password": "mypassword",
"dns_info": {
"dns_ips": [ "10.99.17.5" ],
"domains": [ "lab2.netapp.com" ]
},
"eval": false,
"inhibit_rollback": false,
"mgmt_ip_info": {
"gateway": "10.99.17.1",
"ip_addresses": [ "10.99.17.101", "10.99.17.101" ],
"netmask": "255.255.255.0"
},
"name": "dp-cluster-ct11-2",
"nodes": [
{
"host": "vsanane01.coco.netapp.com",
"name": "dmp-esx-1"
}
],
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"ntp_servers": [ "10.99.17.4" ]
}

Understanding the JSON attributes
Some of the JSON attributes define characteristics of the ONTAP Select cluster, while others
apply to an individual node. You should understand these attributes before creating the JSON
file describing your ONTAP Select cluster.
Cluster level attributes
There are several JSON attributes that apply to the cluster.


admin_password
Required password for the ONTAP admin user account



dns_info
Includes two arrays defining the DNS services:
o

dns_ips
The IP address of one or more DNS servers

o

domains
Search list for short or partial domain names



eval
Indicates if the cluster is deployed with an evaluation license (default is false)



inhibit_rollback
Prevents resource cleanup after a failed cluster deployment (default is false)



mgmt_ip_info
Defines the IP characteristics of the cluster:
o

gateway
Gateway or default router

o

ip_addresses
The IP address of the cluster management LIF followed by one or four IP
addresses for the node management LIFs (depending on cluster size)

o

netmask
Network mask



name
Name of the cluster



nodes
Array of one or four nodes



ntp_servers
One or more IP addresses for the NTP servers

Node level attributes
There are several JSON attributes that apply to each node in the cluster.


host
Hostname of the hypervisor (domain name or IP address)
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mirror
Name of the other host in the HA pair (if used, must be one of the other virtual machine
names in the four-node cluster)



name
Node name or virtual machine name which is deployed on the host (optional)

Creating a JSON file describing an ONTAP Select cluster
To create an ONTAP Select cluster based on JSON, you must first create a JSON file
describing the cluster.
Before you begin
You must determine all the configuration details regarding the ONTAP Select cluster and
nodes. In addition, you should be familiar with the JSON data formatting standard and review
the JSON sample provided for ONTAP Select.
About this task
This task is optional. Instead of using JSON, you can create a cluster using a shell command
with input parameters only.
Steps
1. Copy and paste the JSON sample into your text editor.
2. Update the JSON file with the specific cluster-level information describing your
deployment.
3. Update the JSON file with the specific node-level information for each node in the
cluster.
4. Save the file.
Related references
Sample JSON cluster definition
Understanding the JSON attributes
Uploading a JSON file to the Deploy virtual machine
You must upload the JSON file describing the ONTAP Select cluster to the Deploy virtual
machine before you can create the cluster.
Before you begin
You must create a file containing the JSON that describes the cluster available on your local
workstation. Also, you must have the password for the admin user account.
About this task
This task is optional. Instead of using JSON, you can create a cluster using a Deploy shell
command with input parameters only. If you perform this task, you must place the file in a
location that is accessible to the administrator account.
Steps
1. In a command shell on your local workstation, use the sftp utility to upload the JSON
file to the Deploy virtual machine; for example:
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sftp admin @10.63.65.101
put json_file.txt
exit

Creating an ONTAP Select cluster
You can create an ONTAP Select cluster using the ONTAP Select Deploy management shell
in one of two different ways. You can either use a command with input parameters or use a
command with a single JSON file describing the cluster.
Related tasks
Accessing the Deploy utility using SSH
Related concepts
Planning to deploy an ONTAP Select cluster
Creating a cluster using input parameters
You can create an ONTAP Select cluster using a CLI command with the associated input
parameters. This version of the command does not require a JSON file.
Before you begin
You must have all the required information to create the cluster. Also, you must be able to
access and sign in to the ONTAP Select Deploy utility.
About this task
This example task illustrates how to create a single-node cluster and a four-node cluster.
Choices


Create a cluster with a single node.
1. Sign in to the Deploy utility CLI using SSH with the administrator account.
2. Type the command to create the single-node cluster; for example:
cluster create --name mo-cluster38 --cluster-mgmt-ip
10.96.141.17 –node-mgmt-ips 10.96.141.25
--netmask 255.255.248.0 --gateway 10.96.141.1
--node-names mo-node38
--node-hosts vsanane38.coco.netapp.com
3. Type the command to display the cluster; for example:
cluster show-all



Create a cluster with four nodes.
1. Sign in to the Deploy utility CLI using SSH with the administrator account.
2. Type the command to create the four-node cluster; for example:
cluster create --name mo-cluster38
--cluster-mgmt-ip 10.96.141.17
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--node-mgmt-ips 10.96.141.25 10.96.141.26 10.96.141.27
10.96.141.28 --netmask 255.255.248.0 --gateway 10.96.141.1
--node-names mo-node25 mo-node26 mo-node27 mo-node28
--node-hosts vsanane25.coco.netapp.com
vsanane26.coco.netapp.com vsanane27.coco.netapp.com
vsanane28.coco.netapp.com --node-mirrors mo-node26 mo-node25
mo-node28 mo-node27

Several of the parameters include values for the four nodes. Where needed, the
parameters are related to each other based on the position of the values. For example,
the values in the parameter --node-mirrors are mapped to the values in the
parameter --node-names. In this case, the first value of --node-mirrors (monode26) is mapped to the first value of --node-names (mo-node25).
3. Type the command to display the cluster; for example:
cluster show-all
Creating a cluster using JSON
You can create an ONTAP Select cluster using an ONTAP Select Deploy shell command with
an associated JSON file.
Before you begin
You must create the JSON file describing the cluster and upload it to the Deploy virtual
machine. Also, you must have the password for the admin user account.
Steps
1. Sign in to the Deploy utility CLI using SSH with the administrator account.
2. Type the command to create the cluster; for example:
cluster create-using-json –-file-name json_file.txt
3. Type the command to display the status of cluster; for example:
cluster show-all
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Understanding the ONTAP Select storage environment
Before preparing the host servers that are part of an ONTAP Select cluster, you should
understand the storage environment including configuration options and requirements.
Related concepts
Understanding the ONTAP Select networking environment
Planning to deploy an ONTAP Select cluster
Related information
ONTAP Select Product Architecture and Best Practices Technical Report (TR-4517)

Layering of the host storage components
Each hypervisor host contains disks and other logical storage components that are utilized by
ONTAP Select. These storage components are arranged in a layered structure, from the
physical disk drives to the ONTAP software.

General storage concepts and characteristics
There are several general storage concepts that apply to the ONTAP Select environment. You
should first be familiar with these general concepts before exploring the specific storage
components and characteristics of the single-node and four-node clusters.
Related concepts
Layering of the host storage components
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Phases of storage configuration
In general, the storage administrator is always responsible for configuring the storage that is
used for an ONTAP Select deployment. However, the configuration of the storage occurs at
different stages.
The major configuration phases of the ONTAP Select host storage include the following:
1. Pre-deployment prerequisites
You must make sure that each hypervisor host is configured and ready for an ONTAP
Select deployment. The configuration involves the physical drives, RAID controllers and
groups, and LUNs. This configuration is performed outside of ONTAP Select.
2. Configuration using the hypervisor administrator utility
You can configure certain aspects of the storage using the hypervisor administration utility
(for example, vSphere in a VMware environment). This configuration is performed outside
of ONTAP Select.
3. Configuration using the ONTAP Select Deploy administration utility
You can use the Deploy administration utility to configure the core logical storage
constructs. This is performed either explicitly through CLI commands or automatically by
the utility as part of a deployment.
4. Post-deployment configuration
After an ONTAP Select deployment completes, you can configure the cluster using the
ONTAP CLI or System Manager. This configuration is performed outside of ONTAP
Select.
Managed versus unmanaged storage
Storage that is accessed and controlled by ONTAP Select is considered to be managed
storage. Any other storage on the same hypervisor host is considered to be unmanaged.
Locally attached disk drives
All the managed storage devices used by ONTAP Select must be locally attached to the host
server. ONTAP Select does not support remote or network storage drives.
Homogeneous physical storage
All the physical drives comprising the ONTAP Select managed storage must be
homogeneous. That is, all the hardware must be the same regarding the following
characteristics:


Type (SAS)



Speed (RPM)

Storage limitations and restrictions
There are several restrictions that apply to the ONTAP Select storage environment. Some are
best practices while others are actual limitations. You should be aware of these restrictions in
the applicable context.

Concepts and characteristics related to the specific storage components
There are several concepts that apply to the specific storage components used in an ONTAP
Select environment. You should be familiar with these concepts before preparing for an
ONTAP Select deployment. These concepts are arranged according to category: RAID
groups and LUNs, storage pools, and virtual disks.
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Considerations for RAID groups and LUNs
There are several issues related to the RAID groups and LUNs that you should be aware of
as part of preparing to deploy ONTAP Select.
Grouping physical drives into RAID groups
One or more physical disks can be locally attached to the host server and available to ONTAP
Select. The physical disks are assigned to RAID groups, which are then presented to the
hypervisor host operating system as one or more LUNs. Each LUN is presented to the
hypervisor host operating system as a physical hard drive.
When configuring an ONTAP Select host, you should be aware of the following:


All managed storage must be accessible through a single RAID controller



Depending on the vendor, each RAID controller supports a maximum number of drives per
RAID group.

One or more RAID groups
Each ONTAP Select host must have a single RAID controller. You should create a single
RAID group for ONTAP Select. However, in certain situations you might consider creating
more than one RAID group. Refer to the ONTAP Select Product Architecture and Best
Practices Technical Report (TR-4517) for further detail.
Considerations when configuring storage pools
There are several issues related to the storage pools that you should be aware of as part of
preparing to deploy ONTAP Select.
Note: In a VMware environment, a storage pool is synonymous with a VMware datastore.
Storage pools and LUNs
Each LUN is seen as a local disk on the hypervisor host and can be part of one storage pool.
Each storage pool is formatted with a file system that the hypervisor host OS can use.
Configuring the storage pools
You must make sure that the storage pools are created properly as part of an ONTAP Select
deployment. You can create a storage pool in one of the following ways:


By using the hypervisor administration tool
Typically, you can create a storage pool with the tool used to administer the hypervisor.
For example, with VMware you can use the vSphere client to create a storage pool. The
storage pool is then passed in on the host configure command using the ONTAP
Select Deploy administration utility CLI.



By using the ONTAP Select Deploy administration utility CLI
You can pass in the physical disk drives on the host configure command, instead of a
storage pool. ONTAP Select will then automatically create the storage pool.

Managing the virtual disks
There are several issues related to the virtual disks that you should be aware of as part of
preparing to deploy ONTAP Select.
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Virtual disks and file systems
The ONTAP Select virtual machine is allocated multiple virtual disk drives. Each virtual disk is
actually a file contained in a storage pool and is maintained by the hypervisor. There are
several types of disks used by ONTAP Select, primarily system disks and data disks.
You should also be aware of the following regarding virtual disks:


The storage pool must be available before the virtual disks can be created.



The virtual disks cannot be created before the virtual machine is created.



You must rely on the ONTAP Select Deploy administration utility to create all virtual disks
(that is, an administrator must never create a virtual disk outside of the Deploy utility).

Configuring the virtual disks
The virtual disks are managed by ONTAP Select. They are created automatically when you
create a cluster using the Deploy administration utility.

Summary of the storage configuration for a typical host
You have several options when configuring the ONTAP Select host storage environment. This
diversity results in many possible storage variations. However, in most situations a typical
configuration can be recommended and used.
A typical ONTAP Select host has the following storage characteristics:


A single RAID controller



All physical disks on the host are managed by the RAID controller (“behind” the controller).



Two LUNs, as follows (each with a single datastore):



o

Hypervisor OS (datastore1)

o

ONTAP Select

After the hypervisor is installed, the second LUN (to be used by ONTAP Select) is initially
empty (that is, no datastore).
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Understanding the ONTAP Select networking environment
Before preparing each of the host servers within an ONTAP Select cluster, you should
understand the networking environment including the configuration options and requirements.
You should review ONTAP Select Product Architecture and Best Practices Technical Report
(TR-4517) to learn more about how to configure the host networking.
Related concepts
Understanding the ONTAP Select storage environment
Planning to deploy an ONTAP Select cluster
Related information
ONTAP Select Product Architecture and Best Practices Technical Report (TR-4517)

General network concepts and characteristics
There are several general networking concepts that apply to the ONTAP Select environment.
You should first be familiar with these general concepts before exploring the specific
characteristics and options available with the single-node and four-node clusters.
Physical networking
The physical network supports an ONTAP Select cluster deployment primarily by providing
the underlying layer two switching infrastructure. The configuration related to the physical
network includes both the hypervisor host and the broader switched network environment.
Host NIC options
Each ONTAP Select hypervisor host must be configured with either two or four physical ports.
The exact configuration you choose depends on several factors, including:


Whether the cluster contains one or four ONTAP Select hosts



What hypervisor operating system is used



How the virtual switch is configured



Whether LACP is used with the links or not

Physical switch configuration
You must make sure that the configuration of the physical switches supports the ONTAP
Select deployment. The physical switches are integrated with the hypervisor-based virtual
switches. The exact configuration you choose depends on several factors. The primary
considerations include the following:


How will you maintain separation between the internal and external networks?



Will you maintain a separation between the data and management networks?



How will the layer two VLANs be configured?

Related concepts
Logical networking
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Logical networking
ONTAP Select uses two different logical networks, separating the traffic according to type.
Specifically, traffic can flow among the hosts within the cluster as well as to the storage clients
and other machines outside of the cluster. The virtual switches managed by the hypervisors
help support the logical network.
Internal network
With a multi-node cluster deployment, the individual ONTAP Select nodes communicate using
an isolated “internal” network. This network is not exposed or available outside of the nodes in
the ONTAP Select cluster. The internal network has the following characteristics:


Used to process ONTAP intra-cluster traffic including:
o

Cluster

o

High Availability Interconnect (HA-IC)

o

RAID Synch Mirror (RSM)



Single layer-two network based on a VLAN



Static IP addresses are assigned by ONTAP Select:



o

IPv4 only

o

DHCP not used

o

Link-local address

The MTU size is 9000 bytes

The internal network is only used with a four-node cluster.
External network
The external network processes traffic between the nodes of an ONTAP Select cluster and
the external storage clients as well as the other machines. The external network is a part of
every cluster deployment and has the following characteristics:






Used to process ONTAP traffic including:
o

Data (NFS, CIFS, iSCSI)

o

Management (cluster and node; optionally SVM)

o

Intercluster (optional)

Optionally supports VLANs:
o

Data port group

o

Management port group

IP addresses that are assigned based on the configuration choices of the administrator:
o



IPv4 or IPv6

MTU size is 1500 bytes by default (can be adjusted)

The external network is used with both the single-node and four-node clusters.
Virtual machine networking environment
The hypervisor host provides several networking features. ONTAP Select relies on the
following capabilities exposed through the virtual machine:
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Virtual machine ports
There are six ports available for use by ONTAP Select. They are assigned and used
based on several factors, including the size of the cluster.



Virtual switch
The virtual switch (vSwitch) software within the hypervisor environment joins the ports
exposed by the virtual machine with the physical Ethernet NIC ports. You must configure a
vSwitch for every ONTAP Select host.

Single-node cluster deployment
ONTAP Select can be deployed as a single-node cluster. The single node includes a virtual
switch that provides access to the external network.
Virtual machine ports
Each of the two virtual machine ports handles a specific type of ONTAP Select traffic. The
ports are assigned as follows:


Port e0a – Data and management



Port e0b – Data and management

ONTAP LIFs
There are several logical interfaces used by the ONTAP Select node in a single-node cluster.
Some of the LIFs are required, while others are optional based on your goals. The LIFs are
created in one of two different ways.
Required LIFs assigned by the administrator
You must configure the following LIFs during an ONTAP Select deployment:


Node management
There is one LIF per node, and the IP address you assign can be either IPv4 or IPv6



Cluster management
There is one LIF per cluster, and the IP address you assign can be either IPv4 or IPv6.

These LIFs operate on the external network. Also note that while the use of an IPv6 address
is possible, the creation of an IPv6 LIF by the ONTAP Select Deploy administration utility is
not supported.
Optional LIFs assigned by the administrator
You can optionally configure several LIFs after an ONTAP Select deployment is completed.
Using the System Manager or ONTAP CLI, you can configure the following LIFs:


NAS data
You can configure one or more NAS data LIFs per SVM. Each IP address you assign can
be either IPv4 or IPv6.



SAN data
You can configure one or more SAN (that is, iSCSI) data LIFs per SVM. Each IP address
you assign can be either IPv4 or IPv6.



SVM management
There is one management LIF per SVM and the IP address you assign can be either IPv4
or IPv6.



Intercluster management
You can create one or more intercluster management LIFs per node. The IP addresses
you assign can be either IPv4 or IPv6.
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These LIFs operate on the external network.

Four-node cluster deployment
ONTAP Select can be deployed as a four-node cluster. Each node in the cluster includes a
virtual switch that provides access to the network. The nodes communicate directly with each
other using the cluster internal network.
Virtual machine ports
Each of the six virtual machine ports handles a specific type of ONTAP Select traffic. A
specific port is associated with either the internal network or the external network, but not
both. The ports are assigned as follows:


Port e0a – Data and management



Port e0b – Data and management



Port e0c – Cluster



Port e0d – Cluster



Port e0e – RSM



Port e0f – HA-IC

Note that the first two ports are associated with the external network, while the last four ports
are associated with the internal network.
ONTAP LIFs
There are several logical interfaces used by each ONTAP Select node in a four-node
deployment. Some of the LIFs are required, while others are optional based on your goals.
The LIFs are created in one of three different ways.
Required LIFs automatically assigned by ONTAP Select
The following LIFs are automatically generated by ONTAP Select during a deployment:


Cluster
There are two cluster LIFs per node. Static link-local IP addresses are generated and
assigned to virtual machine ports e0c and e0d.



RAID Sync Mirror
There is one RSM LIF per node. A static link-local IP address is generated and assigned
to virtual machine port e0e.



High Availability Interconnect
There is one HA-IC LIF per node. A static link-local IP address is generated and assigned
to virtual machine port e0f.

These LIFs operate on the internal network.
Required LIFs assigned by the administrator
You must configure the following LIFs during an ONTAP Select deployment:


Node management
There is one LIF per node and the IP address you assign can be either IPv4 or IPv6.



Cluster management
There is one LIF per cluster, and the IP address you assign can be either IPv4 or IPv6.
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These LIFs operate on the external network. Also note that while the use of an IPv6 address
is possible, the creation of an IPv6 LIF by the ONTAP Select Deploy administration utility is
not supported.
Optional LIFs assigned by the administrator
You can optionally configure several LIFs using the System Manager or ONTAP CLI after an
ONTAP Select deployment is completed. Unless noted, you can assign either an IPv4 or IPv6
address. You can configure the following LIFs:


NAS data
You can configure one or more NAS data LIFs per SVM.



SAN data
You can configure one or more SAN (that is, iSCSI) data LIFs per SVM.



SVM management
There is one management LIF per SVM.



Intercluster management
You can create one or more intercluster management LIFs per node.

These LIFs operate on the external network.
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